
 

Rub shoulders with the stars

The school holidays are once again upon us. In preparation for the Easter rush Tiger Wheel & Tyre has the trip of a
lifetime up for grabs with the purchase of any two or more big brand tyres.

One winning customer and a partner of their choice will receive a 10-day trip to the Cannes
Film Festival, Nice and the 2011 Monaco Grand Prix.

"This is a once in a lifetime opportunity for two lucky people to rub shoulders with the rich
and famous," says Joe du Plooy, Marketing Executive at Tiger Wheel & Tyre. "Both the
Cannes Film Festival and the Monaco Grand Prix attract the biggest stars from around the
globe for two of the world's most glamorous social events."

The trip includes two return economy air tickets from Johannesburg to Nice, airport transfers, and chauffeur services
between cities and major events as well as 4-star luxury accommodation.

The campaign runs until 30 April 2011 with the lucky draw taking place on 03 May 2011. The two lucky travellers must
possess a valid passport and qualify for the requisite Visas, in order to take this trip as soon as 20 May 2011. To stand a
chance of winning this unforgettable prize, get down to your nearest store.

Tiger Wheel & Tyre stocks the most comprehensive range of tyres including passenger, performance, 4x4, LDV and SUV
tyres from big brands like Hankook, Michelin, Continental, Goodyear, Velocity, BFGoodrich, and more. Customers can look
forward to service excellence and value for money with Continental tyres starting from R429 each and Goodyear tyres from
as little as R375 each.

In addition to its extensive range of tyres, Tiger Wheel & Tyre also offers an exciting choice of wheel styles from big brands
like TSW, Racing Hart Concepts, TSR and Turn 1 wheels.

"Many of our customers will be travelling over the holiday season and as always we urge them to consider their safety first,"
says du Plooy. "The checking of tyres and ensuring that wheels are correctly aligned and balanced will give drivers peace
of mind to enjoy the holidays with their families. We encourage drivers to have their vehicle safety-check done at our stores
before travelling this holiday season."

For further details on the incredible "Roll with the Stars" promotion visit your nearest Tiger Wheel & Tyre or log onto
www.twt.to or mobi.twt.to from your mobile phone. A full list of Terms & Conditions is available in-store or at www.twt.to.
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Tiger Wheel & Tyre

At Tiger Wheel & Tyre, we make auto-fitment our business! We care about your safety and that's why we
offer only the best in quality brands, matched with expert advice and service excellence that's honest,
convenient and affordable.
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